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Society

Omri Shefer Raviv, Employment of Palestinians from the Occupied Territories in the Israeli Economy, 1967-1969

Yael Yishai, Marginal Groups in Israel: Seen but Not All Heard

Simcha Gweta-Bukobza, The Mediating Leadership of Rabbi Azizi Di'i in Hatzor, 1951-1965

Literature

David Guedj, The Image of Immigrants from Islamic Countries in the Stories of Eliezer Smoli

Smadar Shiffman, Ethnicity and literature in the work of Orly Castel=Bloom

Education


Anat Kidron, From the Green Line to the Green Golan: Ideological Education as a Political Tool

Culture

Gideon Katz, The Fear from Judaism in Israeli Culture


Yeruham Aviad Goldman, Shulchan Aruch for Children by AZAR (A.Z. Rabinowitz)